Highly-Structured Essay – Changes in Government & Economics
1. Leave three blank spaces at the beginning of this essay – you will use it to write a general statement
introducing changes in government and economics AFTER you answer questions 2-20.
2. What country serves as the foundation for our modern legal practices?
3. In two sentences, explain how King Henry introduced Common Law to England.
4. How did Common Law affect England?
5. Explain why English medieval courts were different from ones today.
6. “One of the most important early legal documents is The ____________ _______________.”
7. In two or more sentences, explain why AND when King John was forced to sign it.
8. What happened to King John one year after he signed it?
9. List two “guarantees” behind The Magna Carta.
10. Where do some historians believe the idea for our modern Representative Government originated?
11. “One example of a Representative Government is England’s ____________________.”
12. Create a 5W’s paragraph explaining the organization of Parliament.
13. “Two results of the growth of Parliament include ______________ Judiciaries and _________ __________.”
14. Define Habeas Corpus.
15. Provide one example of Habeas Corpus.
16. On the network, navigate to the World History folder in Room 32, find the video file titled “HSE 7 Video,” fastforward to 4:41, and answer questions 17 & 18. Watch up to 7:10 and close the file.
17. “Our modern legal practice of _______evidence comes from a time when __________________________.”
18. After watching the segment, provide two examples of how the oral process is reflected in our modern
courtrooms.
19. In two sentences, define Representative Government and explain why it’s such an important idea.
20. “While performing my research, I was surprised to learn that _______________________________________.”
21. Write a concluding sentence or sentences summarizing the effect changes in government and economics had
on Europe – answer the Essential Question featured at the top of instructions page. Make sure you have used
all required words from the directions.
22. Create a bibliography for ‘Changes in Government & Economics’ using the videos we watched.
James Burke, “The Day The Universe Changed,” Episode 4: ‘Matter of Fact’

